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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers has multiple project learns building into single org. The project teams are concerned with design
conflicts and ensuring a common design process 

What should an Architect recommend to prevent this conflict? 

A. Create a Center of Excellence Charter document. 

B. Create Design Standard for Governance. 

C. Create a backup system using GIT Repositories. 

D. Create a Release Management process. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

As a part of technical debt cleanup project, a large list of metadata components has been identified by the business
analysts at Universal Containers for removal from the Salesforce org. How should an Architect manage these deletions
across sandbox environments and production with minimal impact on other work streams? 

A. Generate a destructivechanges.xml file and deploy the package via the Force.com Migration Tool 

B. Perform deletes manually in a sandbox and then deploy a Change Set to production 

C. Assign business analysts to perform the deletes and split up the work between them 

D. Delete the components in production and then refresh all sandboxes to receive the changes 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What are two advantages of automated test data loads over manual data loads 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Automated loads can be done with no human oversight. 

B. FRED Automated loads are reliable in their results. 

C. Automated loads cannot be scripted by CICD tools. 

D. Automated loads will increase costs. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) wants to shorten their deployment time to production by controlling which tests to run in
production .UC\\'s Architect has suggested that they run only subsets of tests. Which two statements are true regarding
running specific tests during deployments? Choose 2 answers 

A. To run a subset of tests, set the Run Specified Tests test level on the DeployOptions objects and pass it as an
argument to deploy() call. 

B. run a subset of tests ,set the RunLocalTests test level on the DeployOptions object and pass it as an argument to
deploy() call. 

C. Specify both test classes and individual test methods that are required to be executed as both are supported in
DeployOptions. 

D. Specifying the test method is supported in DeployOptions, therefore specify only the test classes that are required to
be executed. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers has defined a software tool to support Agile processes, but the development team is not regularly
updating the status of their work in progress. What Scrum value is compromised by this bad practice, and why? 

A. Courage, because the teams should be transparent about progress and speak up when they need help. 

B. Openness, because the team is not open to a new methodology. 

C. Focus, because the teams are not focusing in the agile process expected activities. 

D. Commitment, because the team is not committed to follow the Agile methodology. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

What is a main characteristic of an agile team? 

A. The team uses Scrum, Kanban, and Extreme Programming. 

B. The team has biweekly sprints to ensure on-time delivery. 

C. The team delivers new releases on dates defined in the beginning of the project, following a project plan 

D. The team improves and evolves its processes and frequently delivers value to the endusers. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Universal Containers uses multiple Salesforce orgs for its different lines of business (LOBs). In a recent analysis, the
architect found that UC could have a more complete view of its customers by gathering customer data from different
orgs. 

What two options can an architect recommend to accomplish the customer 360-degree view? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Implement a Complete Graph multi-org strategy by allowing each org to connect directly to every other, reading and
writing customer data from the orgs where it has been originally created. 

B. Migrate from multi-org to single-org strategy, consolidating customer data in the process. 

C. Implement a Single Package multi-org strategy by developing and deploying to all orgs a managed package which
reads and consolidates customer 360-degree view from the different orgs. 

D. Implement a Hub-and-Spoke multi-org strategy by consolidating customer data In a single org, which will be the
master of customer data, and using integration strategies to let the LOBs orgs read and write from it. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers CUC) Customer Community is scheduled to go live in the Europe, Middle East, and Africa (EMEA)
region in 3 months. UC follows a typical centralized governance model. Two weeks ago, the project stakeholders
informed the project team about the recent changes in mandatory compliance requirements needed to go live. The
project team analyzed the requirements and have estimated additional budget needs of 30^0 of the project cost for
incorporating the compliance requirements. 

Which management team is empowered to approve this additional budget requirements? 

A. Security Review Committee 

B. Project Management Committee 

C. Executive Steering Committee 

D. Change Control Board 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers wants to delete the day\\'s test data in a partial copy sandbox every night, setting the sandbox
back to a fresh state for tomorrows testing. The test data is approximately 1GB. 
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What is the best strategy the architect should recommend? 

A. Manually delete all records individually. 

B. Execute a batch job that deletes all records created on the day. 

C. Create a new developer copy sandbox every night. 

D. Refresh the sandbox every night. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Universal Containers is reviewing its environment strategy. They have identified a need for a new hotfix environment to
resolve any urgent production issues. 

Which two sandbox types would be appropriate to use as the hotfix environment? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Partial Copy sandbox 

B. Developer sandbox 

C. Full sandbox 

D. Developer Pro sandbox 

Correct Answer: CD  

 

QUESTION 11

Salesforce has three major releases a year. 

Which type of change introduced by a release can cause automated browser tests to need updating? 

A. DOM changes 

B. New standard fields 

C. Metadata schema changes 

D. New Apex methods 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12
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Universal Containers is working on the next phase of development for their Salesforce implementation involving a large
amount of custom development. Which two strategies should be considered to address a critical production issue
occurring in the middle of development? Choose 2 answers 

A. Create separate branches for current development and production bug fixes and deploy the fix with current
development when ready 

B. Utilize one branch for both development and production bug fixes to avoid out-of-sync branches and simplify
deployment 

C. Utilize a source control system to allow separate branches for current development and production bug fixes 

D. Refresh a sandbox for replication of the issue and testing the use -case scenarios once the code is fixed 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 13

Universal Containers (UC) environment management architect is using the package development model for deployment
to different orgs. Which metadata changes does the architect need to track manually? 

A. No manual tracking required. All changes are automatically tracked. 

B. All metadata changes for the release. 

C. Changes to components not yet supported by source tracking. 

D. Only the changes made via the Setup UI. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Universal Containers (UC) has a large backlog of work. They have noticed that despite their best efforts, valuable
enhancements and updates are not being completed because they do not have the bandwidth to get them done. Many
of these items are low effort and would not require experienced resources. 

What should the architect recommend that will minimize additional costs and allow UC to accomplish more from the 

A. UC should hire a partner to complete the needed backlog items. 

B. UC should eliminate low-value items from the backlog. 

C. UC should hire additional resources to reduce the backlog. 

D. UC should start a citizen development program. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 15

Universal Containers (UC) is working on a major project and has determined that its approach to a certain feature will no
longer work with an upcoming Salesforce platform release (e.g., Winter to Spring). What should a Technical Architect
recommend to address this issue? 

A. Continue with the current approach, since Salesforce will rectify the issue prior to updating the production
environment to the new platform release 

B. Continue development in a non -upgraded sandbox, and have the developer update the API version of the code to
the upcoming API version for testing purposes 

C. Submit a request to Salesforce to enable the \\'delay upgrade\\' feature in their org. Have the UC administrator
schedule the upgrade for a later date 

D. Determine the developer sandbox upgrade schedule, and have the developer refactor the approach to the feature in
the upgraded sandbox 

Correct Answer: D 
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